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ABSTRACT. Sperner's theorem as formulated by Ky Fan is dual to the Knaster-

Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem. Shapley's theorem is a generalization of

the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem. This paper points out that

Shapley's theorem is a generalization of Sperner's theorem as well, by es-

tablishing an alternative version of Shapley's theorem. Applications to the

multiperson cooperative game theory are also discussed.

1. Introduction. Let A be a finite set, and let {eJ}]€N be an affinely indepen-

dent subset of a vector space indexed by the members of A. Denote by JV the family

of nonempty subsets of A (i.e., JV := 2N\{0}), and define As := co{e?\j G S}

(the convex hull of {ej\j G S}), and ms := ^j€S ei/#S, for each S G JV. The

simplex AN is endowed with the unique Hausdorff linear-space topology for a finite

dimensional vector space (i.e., with the Euclidean topology). The classical the-

orem by Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz [9], which is equivalent to Brouwer's

fixed-point theorem [1], says:

THE K-K-M THEOREM [9]. Let {C^^n be a family of closed subsets of AN

such that As C \Jj€S Cj holds for each S GyV.  Then f]j€N Cj ¿ 0.

The dual form to the K-K-M theorem may be found in Sperner [14], which was

reformulated by Fan [2] as:

SPERNER'S THEOREM [14]. Let {Cj}jeN be a closed covering of AN such that

AN\W c Cj holds for each j G N. Then f]jeN & ¿ 0.

A subfamily & of yT is called balanced, if m" G co{ms\S G &}. Shapley [12]

established a generalization of the K-K-M theorem:

SHAPLEY'S THEOREM [12]. Let {Cs}S€yr be a family of closed subsets of AN

such that AT C User Cs holds for each T G jV'. Then there exists a balanced

family ¿$ for which f]Se^ Cs ^ 0.

Shapley [12] proved his theorem by using the "path-following technique" of

Lemke-Howson [10]. For an alternative proof which makes use of Brouwer's fixed-

point theorem [1] and a sequence of simplicial partitions (makes use of Kakutani's

fixed-point theorem [7], makes use of Ky Fan's coincidence theorem [3], resp.), see

Todd [15 and 16] (Shapley [13], Ichiishi [5], resp.). The first purpose of this paper

is to point out that Shapley's theorem can be reformulated as follows.
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ALTERNATIVE VERSION OF SHAPLEY'S THEOREM. Let {CS}S£yT be a closed

covering of AN such that AT c Usdívvt Cs holds for each T G JV. Then there

exists a balanced family 38 for which Dsg^ Cs ^ 0.

It is easy to check that the alternative version generalizes Sperner's theorem.

Shapley [12] applied his theorem to give another proof of Scarf's [11] theorem

for nonemptiness of the core; the latter theorem is now considered one of the fun-

damental theorems in the multiperson cooperative game theory. Recently, Keiding

and Thorlund-Petersen [8] and Vohra [17] provided new alternative proofs of the

Scarf theorem by using the K-K-M theorem and Kakutani's fixed-point theorem,

respectively. The second purpose of the present paper is to point out that both

Keiding and Thorlund-Petersen [8] and Vohra [17] were looking at closed coverings

of the type given in the alternative version of Shapley's theorem, and that the Scarf

theorem follows directly from the alternative version.

2. Proofs of the alternative version of Shapley's theorem. Two proofs

will be presented here. The first proof (due to David Schmeidler) shows that Shap-

ley's theorem implies the alternative version, and conversely the alternative version

implies Shapley's theorem. Thus, given Shapley's theorem, the alternative version

is established. The second proof shows that the alternative version is a simple

consequence of Ky Fan's coincidence theorem.

Equivalence of Shapley's theorem and the alternative version (Schmeidler). Ob-

serve first that if 38 (c JV) is a balanced family such that A ^ 33, then the family

{N\S\S G 38} is a balanced family. Indeed, set \s ■= J2jeSeJ- The famüy 38

is balanced iff there exists (Xs)se^ c ^+ sucn that X)s€^"^s^s = Xn- Since

A £ 38, X := Y.S&3S xs > 1. Notice

^2 xsXn\s = ^2 xs(xn - Xs)
se¿s s&sê

= Xxn - J2 XsXs ~ (A ~ ^Xn,
se.®

so
EXs

t—tXn\s = Xn-

Consequently, the family {A\5|5 G 38} is balanced.

(1) Now, given Shapley's theorem, let {Cs}sejr De a closed covering of AN

such that Ar c [Jsdn\t CS holds for each T G JV. If CN ^ 0, there is nothing

to prove; so assume CN = 0. Define Ds := CNS>S for every S G yT\{A}, and

DN := 0. Then, AT C IJ{£>S|0 ¿ S C T} for each Te/. By Shapley's
theorem, there exists a balanced family 38 such that f]Se^ Ds ^ 0. Since A ^ 38,

the family fê := {N\S\S G 38} is balanced by the observation at the outset of this

proof. Notice

f| Cs =     f|    DN\S ¿ 0.
sew N\se&

(2) One can prove the converse implication analogously.    Q.E.D.

Proof of the alternative version by Ky Fan's coincidence theorem. Without loss

of generality, one may assume that AN is a subset of RN.  The relative interior
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of a subset A of RN (i.e., the interior of A relative to its affine hull) is denoted

by ÚA. Define for each x G AN, I(x) := {S G J^\CS 3 x}, F(x) := {mN}, and

G(x) :— co{ms\S G I(x)}. The correspondences (set-valued maps) F and G are

upper semicontinuous in AN, and are nonempty-, compact- and convex-valued.

Choose any T GJV, any x G ri AT, and any p G RN such that the inner product

p ■ x = minp • AN. Under the assumption of the alternative version, there exists

S G JV such that S D N\T and x G Cs. If 5 = A, there is nothing to prove; so

assume S ^ A. On one hand, the choice of x and p implies p ■ y = minp • A^ for

every y G AT. In particular, (since 0 ^ N\S C T)

(1) p-m^-minp-A"

On the other hand, (since 0 ^ S ^ A) there exists a, 0 < a < 1, such that

(2) pmN = apms + (1 - a)p ■ mN^s.

By (1) and (2), p ■ mN < p ■ ms; that is, there exist u G F(x) and v G G(x) such

that p • u < p • v.

Thus, all the assumptions of Ky Fan's coincidence theorem [4, Theorem 5, p.

108] are satisfied. So, there exists x* G AN for which F(x*)nG(x*) ¿ 0. Family

I(x*) is the required balanced family.    Q.E.D.

3. Applications to game theory. The finite set A is now interpreted as the

set of players, and JV" as the family of nonempty coalitions. A non-side-payment

game is a correspondence (set-valued map) V : JV —* RN such that [u, v G RN,

V j G S: u3 = Vj] implies [u G V(S) iff v G V(S)] for every S G JIT. Set V(S), or
rather its projection to Rs, is interpreted as the set of utility allocations attainable

in coalition S. The core of a non-side-payment game V is a typical solution concept,

and is defined as the set C(V) of all u G RN such that (a) u G V(N) and (b)

it is not true that there exist S G ¿V and u' G V(S) such that Uj < «' for

every j G S. Condition (a) is the feasibility of the utility allocation via the grand

coalition A, and condition (b) is the coalitional stability of u. A non-side-payment

game V is called balanced if for every balanced subfamily 38 of ¿¥, it follows that

rise.® y(^) c V(N)- See, e.g., Ichiishi [6, Chapter 5] for further discussions. The

following version of Scarf's theorem is weaker than the original version [11], but the

latter follows straightforwardly from the former. The interior (closure, boundary,

resp.) of a set A in RN is denoted by A (Ä, dA, resp.).

SCARF'S THEOREM [11]. Let V: JV —> RN be a non-side-payment game. As-

sume: (i) V(S) - RN - V(S), for every S G ¿V; (ii) There exists M € R such that

for every S G ¿V', every u G V(S) C\ R+ and every j G S, it follows that Uj < M;

(iii) 0 G V(S) for every S G JV; (iv) V(S) is closed in RN for every SGyf; and

(v) V is balanced.  Then C(V) is nonempty.

Remark that when proving Scarf's theorem, Shapley [12] applied his theorem to

a suitable simplex contained in the negative cone, —R^f. The proofs in the present

section, on the other hand, apply the alternative version of Shapley's theorem to

a simplex contained in the positive cone, R^. Indeed, throughout this section the

vector e-7 G RN is given by: e^ := 0 if i ^ j, and ei := 1. The set AN is then the

unit simplex.
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G| := { x G AN

The Keiding and Thorlund-Petersen approach. For each e > 0, consider the new

game V£ defined by: VE(S) := V(S) iîS^N, and VS(N) := {u G RN\p(u,V(N)) <

e}, where p(u,A) :— inf{||tt - a|| \a G A}. Define for each S GJV,

(WuGVe(N):u/J2u]=x):
jeN

3vGV£(S):VJGN:vj > Uj

Suppose C(V) — 0. Then, by compactness of V(N) n R+, one may choose £ > 0

for which C(Ve) = 0. Keiding and Thorlund-Petersen [8] looked at the family

{Gf }s€yr, given this e. Now, it is easy to check

(3) A^C      U      Gf,    and   VT G J^\{N}: AT C G?\T.
seyr\{N}

Condition (3) is valid even when G$ replaces Gf for all S. In particular, all the

assumptions in the alternative version hold true for family {Gf }seyr 0I subsets of

AN (here, Gj := 0). So,

(338 : balanced) : 3a:* e  f] Gf.
SeSë

Let u* G dV£(N) be the unique vector such that x* = u*/J2j^n u*j- By closedness

of V(S), u* G C\se& V{S)- Since V is balanced, u* G V(N), which contradicts the

fact that u* G dV£(N).   Q.E.D.

The Vohra approach. Define W :={uG \JSçjrV(S)\ij € A: -M <u3 < M},

and for each x G AN', consider the unique point f(x) G dW defined by: 3t >

0: f(x) = tx. The function /: A^ —► dW is continuous. Define Cs :— {x G

AN\f(x) G V(S)}. Vohra [17] looked at the family {GS}S€^-. Now, it is easy to

check that {Cs}se^r is a closed covering of AN such that AT C CN^T for every

T G y^"\{A}. In particular, all the assumptions in the alternative version hold true.

So, (338 : balanced) : 3x* G Plse^ ^S'• m view of the balancedness assumption on

V, one concludes f(x*) G C(V).'   Q.E.D.
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